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n Concept hierarchies
n hierarchical relationships between concepts vs. grouping concepts

n Node Labels and Top Terms
n node labels in the strict sense: denoting arrays of sibling concepts 

n nodes representing concepts not used for indexing

n nodes representing classification-like elements not used for indexing

n top terms used to cluster concepts

n Groups 
n classification-like structures, often called themes, fields, subject areas, subject 

categories, subject groups, micro-thesauri, sub-thesauri, and the like

n often used for systematic display and browsing  

n Displays and user interfaces

Presentation overview
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Beauty is in the eye of the beholder ...

doctor
grandam

heart

lung
liver

kidney stomach
gut

Pussy

Different persons can have different views on the same thing. While a cat is a pet to 
one person, another one may regard it as a biological object. 
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Concept hierarchies
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all

mammals

some

HierarchicalRelationship
(Generic)

Concept hierarchy – All-and-some-test

Nevertheless, most of us would agree in that a cat is a type of animal, more 
specifically a mammal, on ontological and/or epistemological grounds. This type of 
hierarchical relationship, known as the generic relationship, is amenable to a logical 
„all-and-some-test“. We can say „all cats are mammals, and some mammals are 
cats“.
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all

pets

some

HierarchicalRelationship
(Generic)

Concept hierarchy – All-and-some-test

But we can't say „all cats are pets“, since only some cats are pets, 
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all

zoology

some

HierarchicalRelationship
(Generic)

Concept hierarchy – All-and-some-test

and the all-and-some-test neither holds for a statement like „all cats are (a kind of) 
zoology“. 

Nevertheless, these are contexts in which cats do occur and in which indexers and 
users of information systems wish to find them. How can we satisfy this demand?
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vertebrates

animals

all

mammals

some

HierarchicalRelationship
(Generic)

Concept hierarchy – transitive closure

tran
sitive cl osu

re

Should we give up the idea of a strictly logical hierarchy and thus of a prerequisite for 
advanced retrieval options, e.g. by exploiting the transitive closure for enhanced 
recall or query refinement? Or should we rather create additional structural 
elements to do justice to these different views and aspects?
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Source: Art & Architecture Thesaurus

Concept hierarchy and thesaurus arrays 
aGeneric Hierarchy

cats

. (cats by degree of domestication)

.. wild cats

.. semi-feral cats

.. domestic cats 

. (cats by usage)

.. laboratory cats

.. pet cats

ThesaurusArray

array

array <ordered>

node label

Indeed, we can retain our generic hierarchy and use additional elements to group 
sibling concepts corresponding to different aspects. These characteristics of division 
are introduced through node labels, the concepts thus forming a thesaurus array 
according to the ISO standard. 

In this example we have a compound concept, „pet cats“ which can be linked poly-
hierarchically to the broader concepts „pets“ and „cats“. (Alternatively, the compound 
„pet cats“ could be split so that the concept is represented in post-coordinate fashion 
using a combination of „pets“ and „cats“.)
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ThesaurusArray and NodeLabel according to ISO 25964-
1

iso-thes:
ThesaurusArray

(cats by degree of 
domestication)

skos:member

skos:narrower

skos:narrower

skos:member

skos:member

iso-thes:
ThesaurusArray
(cats by usage)

skos:Concept
domestic cats

skos:narrower

iso-thes:subordinateArray

skos:Concept
cats

iso-thes:subordinateArray

skos:member

skos:member

skos:narrower

skos:narrower

skos:Concept
semi-feral cats

skos:Concept
wild cats

skos:Concept
laboratory cats

skos:Concept
pet cats

Although all thesauri have arrays of sibling terms, it is not always necessary to model 
them explicitly and so this class is optional. The ThesaurusArray and NodeLabel classes 
of the model are needed particularly to support the generation of displays incorporating 
node labels and/or non-alphabetic sequences of sibling. [...]

Some systems organize the display by treating node labels as though they were concepts, 
with relationships to broader and narrower concepts. This is done only for display 
purposes and not for the normal functions of broader and narrower relationships. Only a 
concept can have true broader and narrower relationships. (ISO 25964-1, 15.2.17 Arrays 
and node labels)
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Source: Art & Architecture Thesaurus

Concept hierarchy and concept groups 
aGeneric Hierarchy

25 Zoology

25.3 Spezific zoology

Source: Gemeinsame Normdatei

ConceptGroup

We can also leave the hierarchy untouched and create additional structural elements 
to aggregate concepts, possibly from different hierarchy paths, under a certain aspect 
or view. This often results in classification-like structures which are sometimes called 
fields, themes, micro-thesauri, subject areas, subject groups, or the like. These kinds 
of structures are represented by concept groups in the ISO standard. The example 
above is from the Gemeinsame Normdatei of the German National Library.
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Concept groups according to ISO 25964-1

Source: SWD-Sachgruppen

...

The „SWD-Sachgruppen“ (more recently called „GND-Systematik“) of the German 
National Library is a concept scheme in parallel to the „Gemeinsame Normdatei“ 
(GND). The subject headings of the GND are assigned to the „Sachgruppen“ (subject 
groups) which are best represented as iso-thes:ConceptGroups. 

Many thesauri group concepts using a classification structure that exists in parallel to the 
hierarchies of thesaurus concepts based on BT/NT relationships. Groups created by the 
classification are often based on disciplines, subject areas or areas of business activity. 
[...] In general, there is not a BT/NT relationship between a ConceptGroup and the 
concepts that it contains. Concepts may be gathered into ConceptGroups from many 
different facets or hierarchies of the thesaurus, and the notation used for the classification 
into groups may be quite distinct from any notation that might be used for the concepts 
themselves. Groups may have subgroups, being nested to any level. (ISO 25964-1, 
15.2.18  Concept groups) 
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Node Labels and Top Terms
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Art& ArchitectureThesaurus

Guide Terms in the AAT Thesaurus (1)

The hierarchies of the Art & Architecture thesaurus are structured by so-called „guide 
terms“ which all serve the function of grouping sibling concepts. However, not all 
of them comply with the definition of node labels given by the ISO 25964 standard. 
„Chairs by form“, „chairs by function“ and „chairs by design“ are node labels 
according to the standard, showing characteristics of division. 
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Art& ArchitectureThesaurus

Guide Terms in the AAT Thesaurus (2)

Source: Art & Architecture Thesaurus

In this example, the guide term „childrens's chairs“ would not comply with the ISO 
definition of a thesaurus array. It bundles sibling concepts like node labels do, but 
does not designate a characteristic of division. It is rather a concept which is not used 
for indexing.
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Art& ArchitectureThesaurus

Guide Terms in the AAT Thesaurus (3)

Source: Art & Architecture Thesaurus

To represent this type of node, a class „NonIndexingConcept“ could be introduced as 
a subclass of skos:Concept. 
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Thesaurus Ethics in the Life Sciences

„Node label“ in the Bioethic Thesaurus (1)

The thesaurus „Ethics in the Life Sciences“ makes use of so-called node labels for 
clustering concepts. These are not used for indexing. The example of a „node label“ 
here differs from the AAT example in that „organisms“ is not part of a generic 
hierarchy, since „organisms“ are not a kind of biology. If „organisms (node label)“ 
would be represented as the node label for an iso-thes:ThesaurusArray, then the 
concept „animals“ would become a narrower concept of the concept „biology“, and a 
sibling of „anatomy“.  These are not correct statements.
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Thesaurus Ethics in the Life Sciences

„Node label“ in the Bioethic Thesaurus (2)

The “node label” in this thesaurus could be represented as a NonIndexingConcept. 
Note that the subordinate concepts are not all narrower concepts in the strict sense. 
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Art & Architecture Thesaurus

Facets, Hierarchy Names and Guide Terms in the AAT Thesaurus 

Record Type

facet

hierarchy name

guide term

concept

concept

concept

guide term

concept

guide term

Throughout the Art & Architecture Thesaurus, the concept hierarchy is built entirely 
from generic hierarchical relationships as specified in the ISO 25964 standard. 

The generic hierarchy is not only supplemented with guide terms, but also with facets 
and hierarchy names, none of which are used for indexing. Neither of the three AAT 
node types (facet, hierarchy name, and guide term) as used in this example has a 
direct counterpart in the ISO standard. Using various kinds of non-indexing nodes for 
clustering concepts according to certain criteria can also be found in many other 
thesauri. 

The standard leaves it undefined how facets and sub-facets are to be handled in a 
given application.  Further investigation is needed on how to formalise facets.

Facets are provided for in the data model although not modelled explicitly, since different 
thesauri apply facet analysis in different ways. If facet names are included as top terms, 
they should be treated as normal preferred terms applying to top level concepts. 
Alternatively, they may be the names of concept groups, and/or they may appear in node 
labels. (ISO 25964-1, 15.2.19 Treatment of facets)
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ELSSTEuropean Language Social Science Thesaurus

Top Terms in the ELSST Thesaurus

Some thesauri use „Top Terms“ (TT) to create a mere grouping of hierarchies, like in 
this example of the ELSST thesaurus. This application of top terms is not conformant 
with the understanding of „top concept“ given in the ISO 25964 standard, where 
such concepts are inferred bottom-up from the hierarchical relationships between 
thesaurus concepts. In the ELSST, the concepts do not form consistent hierarchies 
amenable to the all-and-some-test.  „Extracurricular activities“ are not a kind of 
„curriculum“ which in turn is not a kind of „education“. „School classes“ for instance 
are not a kind of education, since they belong to different fundamental categories 
(activities and objects, respectively). Re-declaring the ELSST „top terms“ as concept 
groups would avoid these conflicts with the standard.

Terms representing top concepts, as an optional feature of alphabetical displays and 
single term displays, linking a concept to the top concept of the hierarchy in which it 
occurs. The class TopLevelRelationship enables this. A browse capability that starts by 
presenting editors with a list of top terms is also recommended. The attribute topConcept 
addresses this, specifying that a concept is at the top of a hierarchy, i.e. it has no broader 
concepts. This makes it easier, on importing a thesaurus, to pick out all the top level 
concepts from which to build a navigational tree. (ISO 25964-1, 15.2.13  Top level 
concepts) 
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Groups
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Standard-Thesaurus
Wirtschaft

...

Systematics of the STW Thesaurus for Economics (1)

This is an example for grouping concepts in a classification-like structure (called taxonomy 
or thesaurus systematics in this case). It is taken from the STW Thesaurus for Economics 
with kind permission by Joachim Neubert. 
See for further information: Joachim Neubert: Bringing the „Thesaurus for Economics“ on 
to the Web of Linked Data. 
http://events.linkeddata.org/ldow2009/papers/ldow2009_paper7.pdf
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@base <http://zbw.eu/stw/> .

<thsys/71107>
    a skos:Concept, zbwext:Thsys ;    
    rdfs:isDefinedBy <thsys/71107/about> ;    
    rdfs:label "Securities Markets"@en, "Wertpapiermärkte"@de ;  
    skos:notation "V.05.06.02"^^xsd:string ;
    skos:prefLabel "V.05.06.02  Securities Markets"@en, 
                          "V.05.06.02  Wertpapiermärkte"@de .
    skos:broader    <thsys/70187> ; [Financial Markets]
    skos:narrower  <descriptor/...>,
                          <thsys/71105>,  [Bond Market]
                          <thsys/71106> ; [Stock Market]
    skos:inScheme <../stw> .

Source: STW Thesaurus for Economics

Turtle representation of a systematics group of the STW

Source: http://zbw.eu/stw/versions/8.10/thsys/71107/about.ttl

Here we have an excerpt from a Turtle representation of the dataset „Securities 
Markets“ provided by STW. 
When “skosifying” the “STW Thesaurus for Economics”, a subclass of skos:Concept, 
zbwext:Thsys” was introduced to represent the systematics groups. “Using 
skos:Collection for the taxonomy was not an option, because this class cannot be 
nested to express hierarchies. Therefore we choose to subclass skos:Concept.”  
Joachim Neubert: Bringing the „Thesaurus for Economics“ on to the Web of Linked 
Data. http://events.linkeddata.org/ldow2009/papers/ldow2009_paper7.pdf
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<thsys/71107>

    a iso-thes:ConceptGroup ;

    rdfs:label  "Securities Markets"@en, "Wertpapiermärkte"@de ;

    skos:notation "V.05.06.02"^^xsd:string  ;

    skos:prefLabel "Securities Markets"@en, 

                          "Wertpapiermärkte"@de .

    iso-thes:subGroup <thsys/71105> ;

    iso-thes:subGroup <thsys/71106> ;

    skos:member <descriptor/...> ,

    skos:member <descriptor/...> ;

    skos:inScheme <stw> ;

    iso-thes:classificationOf <../stw>  .

Turtle representation using iso-thes extensions

This is an alternative representation of a STW systematics group  using iso-
thes:ConceptGroups. This representation takes into account the fact that the 
relationships among skos:Collections (or iso-thes:ConceptGroup, a subclass thereof) 
as well as between skos:Collections and skos:Concepts differ from the hierarchical 
semantic relationships between skos:Concepts, such as „skos:broader“ or 
„skos:narrower“. 
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Systematics groups of the STW represented with iso-thes elements

Graphical representation of systematics groups of the „STW Thesaurus for 
Economics“ using iso-thes elements.
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Displays and user in interfaces 
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Source: Alibaba.com

Source: AGROVOC

fertilizers
    (by type of plant nutrient)

     Calcium fertilizers
     Magnesium fertilizers
    (by number of plant nutrients)

     Compound fertilizers
     Fertilizer combinations
    (by substance group)

     Inorganic fertilizers
     Organic fertilizers
     Organomineral fertilizers
    (by aggregate state) 

     Liquid fertilizers
     Liquid gas fertilizers
    (by nutrient release time)

     Slow release fertilizers

Making use of thesaurus arrays and node labels can support user interfaces based on 
faceted browsing. The example on the left is from a trade catalog listing 
commercial sources for fertilisers. Similar views can be generated for document sets 
indexed with the Agrovoc thesaurus. 
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Descriptor display of German Parliament Thesaurus 
PARTHES

Thesaurusfür Parlamentsmaterialien PARTHES

In this descriptor display of the PARTHES Thesaurus, users can expand their selection 
of search vocabulary along different relationships.
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Thesaurusfür Parlamentsmaterialien PARTHES

Systematic display of German Parliament Thesaurus 
PARTHES

Nested concept groups are used here to generate a systematic display for top-down 
browsing. Assigned descriptors are shown in the „Details“ column, where they can be 
selected for a search query. 
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Hierarchical display of German Parliament Thesaurus 
PARTHES

Thesaurusfür Parlamentsmaterialien PARTHES

In this view of PARTHES, the tree display is generated from the concept hierarchy. 
The „Details“ column contains the relationship context of the selected concept for 
additional selection or navigation. 
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Make things as simple as possible, but not simpler.
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